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Abstract: (1) Background: The present study examined how social comparison orientation, stress ap-
praisal and different social comparison strategies interact in women facing chronic illness.
(2) Methods: Assessments were conducted by a trained professional in face-to face semistructured
interviews (n = 179 women with chronic illness). Main outcome measures included social comparison
scales and a stress appraisal questionnaire. The mediation model, by a bootstrapping procedure, was
used to analyze the interaction among variables. (3) Results: Regarding the relationships among
variables studied, they were related to each other except for a downward contrast, which allowed
us to propose our hypothetical mediation model. Results showed that stress appraisal fully medi-
ates between social comparison orientation and social comparison strategies except for the upward
identification strategy. (4) Conclusions: Our results suggest that uncertainty, feelings of threat and
low control over one’s illness or, in general, stress appraisal, had an important mediating effects
over social comparison processes in patients with chronic illnesses. Therefore, by understanding the
stress appraisal process, and the variables that might modify it, we could improve the use of social
comparison as a favorable coping strategy.

Keywords: social comparison; stress; women; chronic illness

1. Introduction

The Social Comparison Theory [1] proposes that a lack of information and uncertainty
can trigger social comparison processes, and this is particularly common in the case of
chronic illness [2–6]. Patients will try to search for relevant information and compare
themselves with other patients with the same condition, such as the same illness diagno-
sis [3,7–11]. For instance, they may compare their symptoms or ways of coping in order to
understand their chronic illness or to know how to adjust themselves to it [7,10,12–14]. The
Identification-Contrast Model [15] establishes four different social comparison strategies
for these patients: Upward Identification, Upward Contrast, Downward Identification
and Downward Contrast. Patients may compare themselves with those who are in a
better situation and are considered as similar (upward identification) or different (upward
contrast). On the other hand, they may also compare themselves with those who are in a
worse situation by focusing on differences (downward contrast) or similarities (downward
identification). Many studies suggest that when people face threatening circumstances
such as chronic pain or illness, they adopt such social comparison strategies as a way of
coping with their illness [9,15–17].

According to Lazarus and Folkman’s model [18], social comparison strategies may
act as a way of coping by focusing on emotion and/or the problem itself. Stress Appraisal
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(threat, uncertainty and lack of control) caused by chronic pain or illness is critical to
understanding patients’ cognitive processes so that they can adapt to their illness. Stress
Appraisal refers to the cognitive process activated by patients to assess their chronic
illness as a stressful event, which exceeds their resources and that could have relevant
consequences for well-being. For instance, there is evidence that the threat perceived by
chronic patients leads to different comparison activities addressed to those who are less
fortunate (downward evaluation), or even seeking information from more fortunate ones
(upward contacts), as a means to try to cope and adjust themselves [14]. In this sense,
positive and negative social comparisons can be treated as mediators of the relationships
between stress appraisals (threat, uncertainty, harm or loss) and quality of life in the case
patients with cancer [5]. Moreover, this tendency to compare with those who are doing
better, and to contrast with those who are doing worse, was significantly associated with a
dynamic stress appraisal and coping process, reinterpreting or changing their appraisal
of the stressful event and the coping strategies to adapt themselves [19]. Specifically, in
fibromyalgia patients, their illness impact was also explained by comparison strategies
and the threat perceived (catastrophizing) by their chronic illness [20]. Social comparison
processes may have effects on adjustment to chronic illness, but these effects depend on
the individual differences and cognitive processes involved. Because of that, interventions
focus on social comparison strategies that can have a positive effect on patients who
experience higher stress appraisal (threat or uncertainty), or who perceive a negative
health expectation, improving their resources for adaptation process and coping with
illness impact. Not all patients obtain benefit from these interventions; for some chronic
patients they can be harmful, so moderator analyses seem necessary to understand the
interaction among these cognitive variables and to evaluate different social comparison
interventions in chronic illness and in patients with cancer [21]. These findings demonstrate
the importance of social comparisons in accounting for cognitive appraisals and how the
interventions could improve quality of life and adjustment to chronic illness by reducing
maladaptive comparisons that could be based on the patient’s stress appraisal [5].

In the context of Social Comparison theory and developments, social cognition per-
spective links social comparison processes to a wide range of theoretical and empirical
approaches involved in social cognition research, considering different settings and indi-
vidual characteristics [22]. In this work, we focus on a small part of all the issues that have
received attention in the literature on social comparison and health.

First, interest is placed on social comparison processes, taking into account the value of
adding the stress model by Lazarus and Folkman [18] from a common social cognition per-
spective [17]. In this sense, Social Comparison and Stress Appraisal shared the hypothesis that
uncertainty drives social comparison processes as ways of coping. Uncertainty is considered a
characteristic of a stressful event and a dimension of stress appraisal (threat, uncertainty and
lack of control). Stress appraisal refers to the process and assessment that patients make about
the uncertainty and threat perceived by their chronic illness [18,22]. There is a long tradition in
social comparison research including different stress, uncertainty and threat conditions [23,24].
But although stress appraisal is an important variable in the contribution of social comparison
processes, specifically in the relationships proposed between this variable and social compar-
ison processes, it has barely been explored in research studies [25,26]. In this sense, Arigo
et al. [2] point out that individual differences such as social comparison orientation represent
a promising avenue of research, and it is important to take into account moderating variables
of social comparison processes in an integrative way. Therefore, this work attempts to support
this line of research oriented to link cognitive processes to the variables developed from an
integrative social cognition framework.

Second, theoretical and empirical studies focus on social comparison in health psy-
chology in general, and in chronic illness specifically. So, three reasons justify the sample
of women selected with diagnoses of Fibromyalgia and Breast Cancer: (1) the social com-
parison literature shows a majority of research publications in chronic illness conducted
in cancer and rheumatology patients [2]; (2) both chronic illnesses cause an important
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uncertainty level related to diagnosis, symptoms, prognosis or treatment among other
problems and (3) the prevalence of fibromyalgia diagnosis and breast cancer is higher in
women, the preponderance of fibromyalgia or breast cancer in women versus men having
an approximate ratio of 9:1 [27] and 100:1, respectively [28].

Finally, in the social comparison context, there are important individual differences in
the extent to which people compare with others. In this sense, social comparison orientation
refers to the personality disposition of individuals to compare with others. Therefore, it
would seem important to include individual differences involved in this study such as
Social Comparison Orientation. This is an important factor arising from research on the
Social Comparison Theory, which also affects these cognitive processes. Social Comparison
Orientation was proposed by Gibbons and Buunk [29] as a personality disposition of
individuals who are prone to engaging in frequent social comparisons. In general, people
who show high Social Comparison Orientation compare themselves more often with others
and typically manifest a certain degree of self-uncertainty [29]. An increasing number of
studies show how individuals with a high or low level in Social Comparison Orientation
focus on different information and strategies of social comparison [7,13,30,31]. Nowadays,
social comparison processes are considered an important research area in the analysis of
different theoretical and empirical questions, including the different cognitive processes
related to social comparison strategies [2,24].

Therefore, the aim of this study is to explore how Social Comparison Orientation,
Stress Appraisal, and different social comparison strategies in women facing chronic illness
(i.e., fibromyalgia, or a serious illness, i.e., cancer) interact in a mediation model. We
analyze the relationships and structure of these variables in order to propose a hypothetical
model of significantly associated cognitive processes. The model proposal is based on
Social Comparison Orientation considered as an individual predisposition [29] and Stress
Appraisal (uncertainty, threat and control) as the precursor of social comparison strate-
gies [18,23,32,33]. Hence, our hypothesis is that Stress Appraisal is a mediator between
Social Comparison Orientation and social comparison strategies.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Participants

The sample comprised 179 white Spanish women of the public health system (mean
age: 51.87 ± 9.6), of which 24% were employed, 37.4% were housewives, 26.3% had
temporary disability due to illness and 12.3% were unemployed or retired. Most were
married or living with a partner, and 20.7% were single, divorced or widowed. With
respect to educational level, the majority of the sample had skills in reading and writing
or had completed primary (70.9%) and secondary education (20.7%). Eighty-nine of the
participants were diagnosed with breast cancer, 68.8% of whom had had previous surgery
and more than 80% were receiving chemotherapy and/or radiotherapy. The remaining
90 were fibromyalgia patients who were receiving different treatments for pain and/or
anxiety and depression symptoms.

The inclusion criteria were: (1) fibromyalgia diagnosis confirmed by the American
College of Rheumatology (ACR) criteria (Wolfe et al., 2010), (2) age over 18 years, (3) no
previous psychiatric diagnosis and (4) ability to understand questionnaires.

2.2. Measures

Sociodemographic and Clinical Variables. We collected information about age, gender,
employment situation, marital status, educational level, diagnosis and treatments.

Social comparison orientation. This was measured by the validated Spanish ver-
sion of the Iowa-Netherlands comparison orientation measure [INCOM; [29]. It includes
11 items [INCOME-E; [10] with a 5-point Likert-type response scale ranging from 1 (strongly
disagree) to 5 (strongly agree). Sample items are: ‘I often compare myself with others
with respect to what I have achieved in life’ or ‘If I want to find out how well I have done
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something, I compare what I have done with how others have done’. Higher scores show
higher levels of social comparison orientation. In the current sample, α = 0.78.

Stress appraisal. This was assessed by the Spanish adaptation of the Appraisal of
the Stressor Scale [22], which was adapted by Terol et al. [34]. The final version for the
Spanish sample includes an 11 item-scale measuring threat, uncertainty and control, using
a 6-point Likert-type response scale (1 = strongly disagree; 6 = strongly agree). The scale
begins with the stem “in general my problem (chronic illness”, followed by items such
as “is very threatening”, “its course is unknown” or “is out of control”. In a total score
of stress appraisal, high scores show greater uncertainty, threat and lower control. In this
sample α = 0.82.

Social comparison strategies. These were measured by the Social Comparison in Illness
Scale [19] Spanish adapted by Terol et al. [35]. It includes 12 items with a 5-point Likert-type
response scale (1 = never; 5 = very often). Three items were included (range: 3–15) for each of
the four subscales of social comparison strategies: upward identification, upward contrast,
downward identification and downward contrast. Examples of an item for each subscale are:
“When I think about or see others who are better off than I am, I am very hopeful that my
situation will improve” (upward identification); “When I think about or see others who are
better off than I am, it is threatening to notice that I am not doing so well” (upward contrast);
“When I think about or see others who are worse off than I am, I feel afraid that my health will
decline” (downward identification); “When I think about or see others who are worse off than
I am, I realize how well I am doing” (downward contrast); Cronbach’s alphas for each of the
subscales of social comparison strategies are upward identification, α = 0.97; upward contrast,
α = 0.97; downward identification, α = 0.89; and downward contrast α = 0.91. Higher scores
show a greater frequency of comparison strategies.

2.3. Procedure

This was a cross-sectional study with a nonprobability convenience sample. After
the Ethics Committee’s approval of the study, health professionals from the Oncology and
Rheumatology Departments at different hospitals in Alicante (Spain) selected participants
from the outpatients. The patients were informed about the aim of the study and the
possibility of voluntary participation in the study. Once the patient agreed, a trained
professional asked for the patient’s consent and they signed a commitment to participate.
The questionnaires were administered in a semistructured interview. In this study, the final
sample size and its features are equivalent to those used in other relevant social comparison
research studies on chronic illness reviewed by Arigo et al. [2].

This study was conducted in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki. Data
collection was carried out under the FISABIO agreement (FISHOSVI1.16D/2013–2019).
The specific study sample was collected for three years involving several hospitals from
Alicante (SPAIN).

2.4. Data Analysis

IBM SPSS v.22 software (IBM Corp, Armonk, NY, USA) was used for the statistical
analysis. Analyses of the scales’ internal consistency (Cronbach’s alpha) were carried
out to establish their validity. Values above α = 0.70 indicated a good level of internal
consistency. Although alpha = 0.80 is recommended, different authors support that alpha
> 0.70 can be considered “acceptable” or “satisfactory” [36,37] when taking into account
other characteristics such as number of items on the scale or type of research (early stage,
exploratory).

Descriptive analyses (mean and Pearson correlation matrix) were carried out. Stress
and Social Comparison as independent variables showed normal distributions. Parametric
statistics should be performed when sample size is above 20 responses, and the statistical
hypothesis is based on the mean. In addition, parametric tests are more powerful to contrast
null hypotheses and, while Likert scale represents an underlying continuous variable, the
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individual element analyses in exploratory studies should be performed with parametric
tests [38].

We performed an iterative K-means cluster analysis (nonhierarchical method;
K = 2) to reflect the structure or the relationships among variables, and differences in
the cluster solution were analyzed by Analyze of Variance (ANOVA) (F-Fisher with
p < 0.05 was accepted). Cluster analysis for group observations was chosen because it is:
(1) an exploratory statistical technique which allows group observations (people, things,
events) with strong degree of association or structure between them in the same cluster,
reducing the number of variables by grouping them, (2) less restrictive in its assumption
regarding sample or variable characteristics and (3) a key for identifying relationships
in an effective manner between groups by recognizing patterns or profiles. Moreover, in
health psychology, cluster analysis approaches both theoretical and practical problems,
thus closing the gap between the variables and the individual problems. Therefore, cluster
analysis provides a major contribution applied in health psychology research by identifying
groups that are oriented towards one or other interventions or further research in this
line [39]. Prior to clustering, multicollinearity was tested according to VIFs < 10 [40]. This is
a limit score as stated in the literature, but some authors confirm that VIFs values between
5 to <10 show multicollinearity problems so that values <2.5 are always recommended [40].
Regarding the ANOVA, it was obtained by taking the groups defined by the clusters as a
factor, and each of the variables included in the analysis as a dependent variable. This was
an implicit process in the calculation of the groups, so if the solution was a single factor,
the ANOVA would not be shown. The discriminant function was also explored through
contingency tables and χ2 statistics in order to validate the cluster’s structure [39].

In the mediation analysis, Preacher and Hayes’s [41] bootstrapping procedure was
used to analyze the indirect effect on the dependent variable. According to these authors,
indirect effects are significant when p < 0.05 with a 95 percent confidence interval (CI). To
determine the strength of mediation, the SPSS macro developed by Preacher, Rucker and
Hayes [42] was used. This procedure performs multiple regression analyses in order to test
indirect and direct effects on the dependent variable. In this study, analyses were applied
according to Model 4 [42], which operates as Simple Mediation Analysis with a unique
mediator, and the mediating effect was tested using Sobel’s test. To establish the mediating
effect on the dependent variable, the corresponding critical value for α = 0.05 is z/2 = 1.96.
Disease was identified as a control variable.

3. Results
3.1. Relationships and Structure: Social Comparison Orientation, Stress Appraisal and Social
Comparison Strategies

Table 1 shows means, standard deviations, range scores and correlations among
all the study variables. The social comparison orientation mean score was above 3.0
points (SD = 0.73) and the stress appraisal mean score was 4.07 (SD = 1.03). For social
comparison strategies, upward identification and downward contrast showed higher mean
scores of 3.29 and 3.03, respectively. Social comparison orientation correlated with stress
appraisal (r = 0.25 p < 0.01), upward contrast and downward identification. In addition,
stress appraisal also showed negative correlations with upward identification (p < 0.01)
and positive correlations with upward contrast and downward identification strategies.
However, downward contrast showed no relation with social comparison orientation or
stress appraisal.
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Table 1. Descriptive Analyses. Means and Pearson correlation matrix.

Mean SD 1 2 3 4 5 6

1. Social comparison orientation 3.03 0.73 0.25 ** 0.13 0.19 * 0.18 * 0.14

2. Stress appraisal 4.07 1.03 −0.32
** 0.32 ** 0.47 ** −0.10

3. Upward identification strategy 3.29 1.54 −0.14 −0.14 0.40 **
4. Upward contrast strategy 2.98 1.48 0.34 ** 0.13
5. Downward identification strategy 2.31 1.31 0.02
6. Downward contrast strategy 3.03 1.35

Note: * p < 0.05; ** p < 0.01.

As shown in Table 2, we performed K-means cluster analysis and assessed differences
using ANOVA to identify relations within the variables studied (social comparison orien-
tation with stress appraisal and social comparison strategies; identification and contrast).
Multicollinearity was measured by VIFs < 2. We identified two patterns of relationships:
the first pattern was characterized by a lower social comparison orientation (p < 0.01)
with lower stress appraisal and more use of upward identification (p < 0.001); the second
pattern was characterized by a higher social comparison orientation (p < 0.01) with higher
stress appraisal and more use of upward contrast and downward identification strategies
(p < 0.001). The downward contrast strategy did not show any significant differences
between cluster results.

Table 2. K-Means clusters for social comparison orientation, stress appraisal and social comparison
strategies (identification, contrast). Mean differences (ANOVA).

Cluster 1 Cluster 2 F-Fisher p-Value

(n = 89) (n = 86)

1. Social comparison orientation 2.87 (0.81) 3.20 (0.62) 9.02 **
2. Stress appraisal 3.37 (0.87) 4.76 (0.63) 145.79 ***
3. Upward identification strategy 3.99 (1.31) 2.57(1.40) 48.24 ***
4. Upward contrast strategy 1.71 (1.01) 2.93 (1.31) 47.87 ***
5. Downward identification strategy 1.96 (1.10) 4.07 (0.94) 182.53 ***
6. Downward contrast strategy 3.12 (1.38) 2.93 (1.29) 0.92 n.s.

Note: ** p < 0.01; *** p < 0.001; n.s. = non-significant.

With respect to lower or higher levels of social comparison orientation (<3 or >3)
and stress appraisal (<4 or >4) (see Table 3), 57.8% lower comparers and 55.43% higher
comparers were classified in cluster 1 and 2, respectively (χ2 = 0.054). However, stress
appraisals of 89.61% (lower level) and 79.59% (higher level) classified patients in cluster 1
and 2, respectively (χ2 = 82.62; p ≤ 0.001).

Table 3. Contingency table analysis and Chi-Square Test. Cluster 1, 2 according to lower-higher level
of social comparison orientation and stress appraisal.

SCO−
(n = 83)

SCO+
(n = 92)

SA−
(n = 77)

SA+
(n = 98)

Cluster 1. (n = 89) 57.8% 44.57% 89.61% 20.41%
Cluster 2. (n = 86) 42.2% 55.43% 10.39% 79.59%

100% 100% 100% 100%
χ2 = 0.054 (n.s.) χ2 = 82.62 ***

Note: SCO− = Social Comparison Orientation < 3; SCO+ = Social Comparison Orientation > 3; SA− = Stress
Appraisal < 4; SA+ = Stress Appraisal > 4; χ2 = Chi-square; *** p < 0.001; n.s. = non-significant.

The results presented thus far show that, except for downward contrast, most of the
variables were related to each other, which allowed us to propose a mediation model with
the rest of the variables studied according to Baron & Kenny’s [43] criteria and conditions.
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3.2. A Hypothetical Model: Stress Appraisal as a Mediator between SCO and SC Strategies

The effects obtained from social comparison orientation for the different strategies
in the mediational analyses performed can be seen in Table 4. In the first step, social
comparison orientation predicted stress appraisal in the sample analyses (R2 = 0.58,
F = 45.88, p = 0.000), and it was also observed to have an effect on it (β = 0.13,
SE = 0.06, p = 0.012). For total effects, all variables showed a significant p-value
(p < 0.05), while direct effects (See Table 4) showed that stress appraisal fully mediated
between social comparison orientation and social comparison strategies (all p’s > 0.05)
except for the upward identification strategy (p = 0.002). However, a partial mediation can
be observed in upward identification strategy (β = 0.20, SE = 0.14, p = 0.003), where the
possible effect of disease was controlled in the regression but there was no covariance effect
(all p’s > 0.05).

Table 4. Total and direct effects of social comparison strategies.

β SE p-Value t R2 ∆R2 F

Total Effects
Upward identification strategy 0.20 0.15 0.002 2.27 0.31 9.08 *
Upward contrast strategy 0.14 0.13 0.024 2.27 0.23 4.68 *
Downward identification strategy 0.17 0.15 0.039 2.07 0.23 4.88 *

Direct Effects
Upward identification strategy 0.16 0.15 0.003 2.97 0.39 0.08 10.47 *
Upward contrast strategy 0.10 0.13 0.122 1.55 0.34 0.11 7.94 *
Downward identification strategy 0.07 0.13 0.368 0.90 0.51 0.28 19.78 *

Control variable: Illness (cancer and fibromyalgia) (all p’s > 0.05)/* p < 0.05.

The indirect effects observed show that social comparison orientation through stress
appraisal had a significant impact on upward identification (β = −0.05, SE = 0.02, CI
[−0.106–−0.013], upward contrast (β = 0.06, SE = 0.03, CI [0.015–0.120]) and downward
identification strategies (β = 0.10, SE = 0.04, CI [0.039–0.172]). Sobel’s test showed higher
values according to the criterion (z/2 > 1.96, p < 0.05) for all indirect effects observed.
Specifically, these values were for upward identification (z/2 = −2.00, p = 0.05), upward
contrast (z/2 = 2.14, p = 0.03) and downward identification strategies (z/2 = 2.51, p = 0.01).
Figure 1 shows the proposed regression model for these social comparison strategies.
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4. Discussion

The aim of this study was to explore the relationships of social comparison orientation
and social comparison strategies with stress appraisal in a hypothetical mediation model.
Patients were women with chronic illnesses; specifically, they were diagnosed with breast
cancer or fibromyalgia. First of all, related to the preliminary results, we found that, on
average, stress appraisal was relatively high, and that upward identification and downward
contrasts were the social comparison strategies used most by these patients. These results
suggest that social comparison is fairly regular among patients facing a health threat.
Patients tend to engage in social comparison that focuses on others who are better off than
themselves in order to identify with them, and on the differences with others who are
worse off in order to maintain or attain a high level of well-being. These results are similar
to those reported in other studies in patients with chronic illness who use these positive or
favorable social comparison strategies more frequently [4,44].

With respect to the relationships between the variables studied, we found that social
comparison orientation correlated positively with stress appraisal, upward contrast and
downward identification. In addition, stress appraisal showed correlations with three social
comparison strategies; negatively with upward identification, and positively with upward
contrast and downward identification. These results were complemented by two patterns
of relationships: (1) a low social comparison orientation and stress appraisal associated
with more upward identification, and (2) a high social comparison orientation and stress
appraisal associated with more upward contrast and downward identification. However,
downward contrast did not correlate with social comparison orientation or stress appraisal
and did not show significant differences between these two patterns of relationships.
As in previous research, this pattern of relationships showed how patients with higher
social comparison orientation experienced relatively more uncertainty and stress, and
used different and more “unfavorable” social comparison strategies than patients with
lower social comparison orientation [13,30]. However, we found that stress appraisal
discriminated the profiles or relationship patterns better than social comparison orientation;
89.61% and 79.59% with lower and higher stress appraisal were classified in cluster 1 and 2.

Second, we confirmed the mediation effect of stress appraisal by explaining the
frequency of certain social comparison strategies used (upward contrast, downward identi-
fication and upward identification), and results were consistent with the literature focusing
on how these types of variables interact simultaneously [21]. These results suggest that
uncertainty as a dimension of stress appraisal of one’s illness may determine social compar-
ison processes as a coping strategies used by patients with chronic illnesses. These results
may reflect possible relationships that allow us to further understand the role of each cog-
nitive construct frequently assessed in chronic illness. As in other studies, our results also
highlight how threat, uncertainty and stress seem to establish the strongest relationships
with “unfavorable” social comparison strategies (upward contrast, downward identifica-
tion). This underlines their special relevance in an adaptation and adjustment processes
or intervention for these patients [2,5,10,13,21,45]. Finally, the partial mediational effect of
stress appraisal on upward identification may indicate that these “favorable” strategies can
behave in a different way. They could establish direct and/or mediate relationships that
have a greater association with other personal variables such as positive thinking strategies
and social support resources, or specific illness features related to perceived symptoms or
prognosis [5,20]. In sum, patients high Social Comparison Orientation mediated by high
stress appraisal mobilize more “unfavorable” strategies and they have more difficulties in
identifying themselves with others who are considered to be in a better situation. Therefore,
by understanding the stress appraisal process and the variables that might modify it, we
could improve the use of social comparison as a favorable coping strategy. Patients that
use cognitive resources to adjust primary and secondary stress appraisal could be useful as
“referents” or “models” before the illness becomes severe, which could also facilitate more
favorable or adaptive coping strategies for achieving a better adaptation to chronic illness.
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Limitations

The first limitation of this study is that all the participants were female. However,
among breast cancer and fibromyalgia patients, women are overrepresented. Second, as
the patients were selected on the basis of their accessibility, we considered homogeneous
convenience sampling criteria; sociodemographic or clinical factors of the general popula-
tion [46]. In this sense, we verified that our sample features were similar to those found in
other studies on FM and breast cancer patients.

Next, we did not test the mediating effect in patient subgroups, i.e., higher vs. lower
stress perceived, type of comparers or other variables. An additional limitation is that it was
a cross-sectional study while longitudinal studies could further and better clarify the role of
the variables. Moreover, the use of semistructured interviews and self-reported measures
can introduce social desirability bias by interviewer presence, and also the patients may be
forced to answer or choose among several closed replies.

Finally, we think that future studies on social comparison and cognitive processes
should be able to provide an even more detailed analysis of the different patterns of
relationships by taking into account other variables involved, such as features or stage of
illness (time since diagnosis, prognosis, severity of symptoms), context or settings (hospital,
primary health care level, self-help or network groups), the stress appraisal process at
different stages (harm, loss, threat, uncertainty) and other personal variables (optimism,
self-esteem, neuroticism or social support resources) [5,6,21].

5. Conclusions

The results of this study suggest that uncertainty, feelings of threat and low control
over one’s illness or, in general, stress appraisal, had an important mediating effect on
social comparison processes in patients with chronic illnesses. Therefore, by understanding
the stress appraisal process and the variables that might modify it, we could improve the
use of social comparison as a favorable coping strategy.

In this sense, this work contributes to theoretical and practical of social comparison
field in two ways. (1) It shows an approach for understanding different cognitive processes
in an integrative social cognition perspective with stress appraisal variable involved. This
allows us to approach the dynamic and complexity of cognitive processes under specific
circumstances of uncertainty and threat caused by a chronic disease. (2) As practical
implications, our results suggest the importance in moving from “negative” stress appraisal
(more uncertainty and threat perceived) toward more “positive” reappraisals, including
upward identification and downward contrast such as resources and strategies to use
for coping with chronic illness and reaching better adjustment [2,4,20]. This is especially
relevant for patients with high social comparison orientation who are more inclined to
use different social comparison strategies more frequently and who experience relatively
more uncertainty. Therefore, from health settings, professionals can minimize the patient’s
uncertainty through adequate information to provide control and self-efficacy perception
to cope with chronic illness.
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